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Engineer at tho 011 Factory in Liepaja. Mown as a heavy drunkard. Ilia brother,
a wen-known sports-Ian, is somewhere in the free world . ( see File 1940000.A5,
paCk ).(C). Soo aloe eard 72 for possible relationship (C). 	
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Probably iden with Ziedonis LAIPENIEKS, brotheroof Edgars LAIPENIEKS I lthe well—
known Latvian athlete. Formerly in Santiao, Chile, now track coach at University
Denver. Ziedonis L 	  DOB: c. 1916; POB: Rucava, Latvia. Rucava is south of
Liepaja near the Lith. border.
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Formerly well-known sportsman in Latvia. Ree working as coach at at the Club
Atleiitt in antiago, Cimultanetuelm also as teacher at two 80013 and owns a
fere in the vicinity of Santiago. Probably the brother of engineer LAIFENIEKS
in Liepaja (see Card 297) and of IMPENIEKS Rudie In 41kivi village near Liepaja
(see card 72). Wee mentioned it an article in ,Laikt,'/ Oct.1955MA by Rev.
LIMO A. (c).
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In connection with the news that ORIGAMI is going to be among the Soviet athletes

during the Olyppic Caves at Nelbourne l there is the information gathered in the

meantime on GRIALKA an other Latvians supposed to be among the active sprtici-

pante:Janis KRUNIVS,card 1117,a basketball player;VIBALODIS(BALODE),woman high-

jumpoard 5764.	 •

La to possible contact persons in Australia there might be the followingdatvian

sports.writer

Arnolds SMITS,

mail address:Box-21,P.O.Kew,Vic.„Australia;he is sports editor of the Latvian

neuapaper "Australijas Lattrietis".He published together with Vilis CIKA(card

# 3114) a book about Latvian. sPort.He is well acquainted with all Latvian sports

events and rppmently follows news about sports events in Soviet Latvia and SU,

to judge by his articles in several of LAtvian newspapers in exile ,He organizes

housing . in Melbourne for Chile sportamen(two track athletes with coadh,the latter
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biting Latvian Edgras LAIPENIEKS p eee card 1745) housing for the duration of Olympic

Games(Australijas latvietis #338,June 2,1956).

The a/M

Edgers LAININIEKS,

resident of SantiagoAilesis also going to Olympic Games as announced in ItAmma*m

"Australijas Latvietis" # 158/56;he is well known Latvian athlete,now for almost

10 years in Chile coach of the Chilean team;he not only knows Letvianeportsmen

from former timessbut will be active as .a coach and will be so admitted to preml.'

ses used by active sportsmen;he also knows personally Latvian basketball player

JanIs KRUM10(oard 1137) wham Leipenieks met while Soviet basketball team was Vii-'
aaipenieks met besides Krumip also Soviet Latvian

siting Chile in summer 1956
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